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Abstract

Social–ecological (SE) models are becoming more widely used in health behavior research. Applying SE models to the design of interventions is challenging because models must be tailor-made for each behavior and population, other theories need to be integrated into multi-level frameworks, and empirical research to guide model development is limited. The purpose of the present paper is to describe a SE framework that guided the intervention and measurement plans for a specific study. The trial of activity for adolescent girls (TAAG) is a multi-center study of interventions to reduce the decline of physical activity in adolescent girls. The TAAG framework incorporates operant learning theory, social cognitive theory, organizational change theory and the diffusion of innovation model in a multi-level model. The explicit and practical model developed for TAAG has already benefitted the study and may have elements that can generalize to other health promotion studies.

Introduction

Psychosocial models have been dominant in guiding the design of health behavior change programs, and interventions based on such models have been effective [1]. However, psychosocial models alone cannot inform the development of intervention strategies that target changes beyond the individual level. From the earliest years of the development of the field of health promotion, guiding frameworks have emphasized the need to intervene in domains beyond psychological and social variables, such as supportive environments, policies and a reorientation of health services [2, 3]. Ecological (for ease of presentation, at this point on we will shorten ‘social–ecological’ to ‘ecological’, which for purposes of this manuscript are interchangeable) and social–ecological (SE) models of health behavior characterized by multiple levels of influence on behavior and an emphasis on environmental and policy influences have become common [4–8]. Multi-level ecological models have been widely accepted in specific areas, such as tobacco control...
as well as in broad areas, such as guiding the public health and science policy agendas of Healthy People [11] and the Institute of Medicine [12]. Despite the use of these models to explain health behavior and set broad policy agendas, many health behavior change programs continue to be targeted to the individual level only [13].

The development of ecological models for intervention purposes presents challenges distinct from the use of psychosocial models. First, ecological frameworks typically present domains of variables to be considered and do not give specific guidance on which variables within each domain might be most important for the topic at hand. However, other models and theories need to be integrated into ecological frameworks to provide specificity for selected domains. Second, environmental and policy influences that are hallmarks of ecological models are specific to certain health risks and behaviors. This is in contrast to psychosocial models in which proposed behavioral influences, such as self-efficacy [14], decisional balance and processes of change [15] have more generalized applicability across a broad range of behaviors. Thus, ecological models need to be tailor-made for each behavior or health condition. Models must be tailored to each population because, for example, adolescents will perform different physical activities in different settings using different equipment than older adults; therefore, implementation strategies could differ for each population but components of the model could be used across various populations. Third, psychosocial models are often developed via correlational studies, but there are very few studies of the environmental and policy correlates of most health behaviors [16]. Thus, behavior-specific ecological models must often be based on consensus of practitioners and participants. Despite the difficulties of applying ecological models, substantial progress is being made.

Interest in ecological models is particularly strong in the physical activity field, possibly because physical activity must be done in specific settings, and early studies showed consistent associations with a wide range of environmental variables [17]. Several physical activity-specific multi-level models have been proposed that include variables at the individual, social, environmental and policy levels [4, 18, 19]. Federal and foundation funding agencies have initiatives to study relationships between environmental factors and physical activity. However, no ecological model has been reported, to our knowledge, that has guided the development of a major multi-level physical activity intervention.

Girls are less active than boys at all ages studied [20], and early adolescence appears to be the age of greatest decline in physical activity [21, 22]. These findings inspired the trial of activity for adolescent girls (TAAG). Briefly, TAAG is a multi-center randomized controlled trial investigating the effectiveness of interventions to reduce the decline of physical activity in adolescent girls [23]. Six sites (in Arizona, California, Louisiana, Maryland, Minnesota and South Carolina) with six schools per site participated, of which three were randomized to receive the TAAG intervention and TAAG measurements while three received the TAAG measurements only. After collecting baseline data, the TAAG interventions took place over two school years [23]. The purpose of the present paper is to describe a SE model that has guided the intervention, formative research and process evaluation components of TAAG, as well as complementary theories that inform it. There are three sections of this paper that describe the SE model used in TAAG: (i) environmental settings for adolescent physical activity, (ii) contributing theories and (iii) implication of the theories for TAAG.

Environmental settings for adolescent physical activity

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines recommend promotion of the participation of youth in enjoyable physical activity in school, community and home settings [24]. Linking these three systems and providing increased access to and promotion of physical activities that adolescents, particularly girls, can enjoy now and continue throughout their adult lives could provide important short- and long-term health benefits for these adolescents.
Two behavioral settings that are predominant in physical activity among youth are schools and the community.

**School setting**

Schools are important physical, social and normative environments in which students observe, imitate, learn and practice health behaviors. As such, schools have a great opportunity to positively influence levels of physical activity, but this potential has remained largely untapped [11]. Most secondary schools (88.5–89.1%) allow students to be exempted or excused from physical education (PE) courses [25]. Even though many children actually do have PE within the school day, it may be inadequate to build motor skills and fitness because large amounts of class time are spent being inactive [26, 27]. Baseline data from the child and adolescent trial for cardiovascular health (CATCH) study showed that in third-grade PE classes, students were involved in moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) (any activity that involves intensity at least as high as walking) for only ~10 min of a 30-min PE class. The greatest improvement in physical activity for CATCH participants was through social structural change, namely improved PE classes [28]. In addition to increasing MVPA during PE class, schools can increase opportunities for students to be active during other times of the school day.

The middle school physical activity and nutrition (MSPAN) study was explicitly based on an ecological model and had the goal of intervening on multiple environments and policies within schools to improve physical activity and nutrition. In addition to improving PE, the intervention was designed to increase the amount of available equipment (physical environment), access to physical activity spaces (policies) and supervision for physical activity (social environment). The intervention was effective in increasing total physical activity at school, with contributions from PE and non-PE settings [29].

**Community settings**

Although school-based programs are important for youth, broader community-based programs are also needed for several reasons. First, children and adolescents spend considerable time in community settings that are conducive to physical activity. Second, community-based programs have the capacity to involve parents and other adult role models from the community (e.g. relatives, coaches, religious leaders, older students) who can influence the physical activity behavior of children [20]. Third, community activities, in contrast to school programs, often involve children in informal activities that are not affected by the pressure of grades and competition. Fourth, decisions to choose active recreation are affected by community characteristics, such as the relative availability of and/or access to recreation programs and facilities. Appropriate modifications of these community characteristics should make it easier for young people to implement the knowledge and behavioral skills they learn in school.

Participation in community physical activity programs is also associated with high levels of physical activity in children [30]. However, many community-sponsored physical activity programs for youth are competitive sports. Although these may be more inclusive than school sports teams, they are still competitive activities and thus may comprise barriers to participation, especially for those girls who are not attracted to higher levels of competition. In addition, lack of transportation to community recreation centers may be a barrier, and many facilities are staffed by people who are not inclined to prioritize health or physical activity.

**Contributing theories**

Theories that helped guide and inform the TAAG SE model are operant conditioning, social cognitive theory (SCT) and organizational change theory, including diffusion of innovations. These theories are incorporated into the TAAG model (see Fig. 1), which serves to put all relevant theories into a unified whole. The model, then, informs the intervention development by providing its theoretical grounding. Brief descriptions of those theories and how they informed the TAAG model follow.
Operant conditioning

Operant conditioning (i.e. behavior modification) presents an important complement to the SE model. Whereas SE models emphasize the behavior of large numbers of individuals in various ‘behavior settings’ (i.e. in certain physical locations and at certain times and days), operant psychology describes the direct mechanism by which individual behaviors may be changed [31]. Specifically, behaviors are strengthened through the process of reinforcement or weakened through punishment or extinction (i.e. the discontinuation of reinforcement). Cues, prompts, modeling and other antecedents to the behavior may also make it more likely to occur, at least initially. Behavior followed by an aversive consequence or impeded by various social or environmental barriers will be less likely to occur again in the future.

The operant basis for behavior change has been demonstrated to be central in the promotion of physical activity. In a meta-analytic review of 127 physical activity intervention studies, Dishman and Buckworth [32] studied the effect sizes produced by behavior modification, cognitive behavior change, health education and PE curriculum interventions. They concluded that behavior modification had on the average an impact more than four times greater than that for PE curricula and nine times that of cognitive behavior change and health education [19].

From an operant perspective, physical activity may fail to occur because of a ‘skill deficit’ or a ‘performance deficit’. Skill deficits refer specifically to a child not having the current capability for her or him to be physically active with a specific behavior. Performance deficits refer more specifically to the nature of the behavior–environment relationship and assume that the adolescent has sufficient skills to perform the behavior but is not doing so because of the specific environment. The performance deficit side of the equation is complicated when the child receives a substantial positive reinforcement for sedentary behavior. ‘Competing behaviors’ such as these often make behavior change goals difficult to achieve.

Functional reinforcers for physical activity may vary substantially between individuals and in different subgroups. For example, boys may cite competition and girls may cite weight management as reasons for engaging in physical activity (PA) [33].
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In summary, an operant framework indicates that performance of MVPA may result from either performance or skill deficits. Behavior modification strategies offer a highly promising approach to changing adolescent physical activity. The three key elements used in TAAG are as follows: increased positive reinforcement for activity, reduced barriers and aversive consequences that impede activity and reduced positive reinforcement for sedentary behaviors. Reinforcement and other consequences (the concluding process presented in Fig. 1) may be applied not only at the individual level but also to entire organizations as well, by providing feedback and verbal or written reinforcement to gatekeepers, school staff and agencies that have improved their organizational environments to optimize physical activity.

The SCT

Social cognitive (learning) theory describes relationships among self-regulatory behavior and supportive functions of social environments for adopting and maintaining health-promoting behaviors [14]. Several cognitive variables are identified as important mediators of behavior change. Regardless of physical skill level, high levels of self-efficacy may lead to a greater likelihood of engaging in specific physical activity behaviors. Positive outcome expectations comprise both the expectation of positive reinforcement consequent to behavior, and that ‘punishment’ is unlikely.

SCT posits that behavior can be affected by vicarious learning and vicarious reinforcement, via observing behavioral models. For adolescents making decisions about how to use their free time, peers and family serve as important role models. TAAG is attempting to create a social environment in schools, community agencies and families, where adolescent girls have positive role models in their peers and families and where they can both directly and vicariously experience positive reinforcement for being active.

SCT has played a key role in the development of nutritional health promotion [34, 35], tobacco use prevention [10] and heart health [36, 37]. In addition, SCT is also closely related to health communication models (e.g. McGuire’s [38] communication/persuasion model), tailoring [39] and social marketing [40]. Correlational studies support the relevance of SCT-derived variables for explaining youth physical activity [41]. SCT has generated a wide variety of strategies and approaches for increasing modeling, teaching individual behavior change skills and enhancing inter-personal mediators (see Fig. 1).

Organizational change and diffusion of innovation

Organizational change applied to health promotion

The TAAG SE model envisions girls’ behaviors in the broader context of their social and physical environments, which are in turn, influenced by not only schools and community organizations but also the linkage between the two. Goodman et al. [42] provide an overview of inter-organizational relations as informed by organizational change theories. Potential benefits of organizational collaboration include access to resources and the ability to make better use of existing resources; however, the promotion of physical activity and PE is seen by few as a primary mission of public schools. Therefore, potential costs of collaboration for physical activity promotion include diversion of the organization’s resources, dilution of the organization’s primary mission or purpose and incompatibility of positions among differing organizations.

Although effective process is needed to initiate partnerships for physical activity promotion or other efforts, structural changes may be required to sustain them. Development of an effective organizational structure for the collaborative group enables the group to carry out essential functions including making decisions, allocating resources, sharing information, documenting activities and assessing the success or failure of its activities [43].

An innovative intervention goal of TAAG is to create sustainable school-community collaborations (one of the initial processes presented in Fig. 1) to provide physical activity programs and events. The diversity of activity-providing
organizations that can be involved requires flexibility in the structures and processes that can be applied to the collaborations.

**Diffusion of innovation in school settings**

The diffusion of innovations model [44, 45] has been applied to organizational adoption of programs in school settings such as PE or after school physical activity. Diffusion within organizations is complex and requires consideration of multiple factors, such as the organization’s goals, authority structure and decision-making mechanisms. In schools, diffusion may depend upon involving multiple groups such as administrators, teachers, parents and students [46].

Although diffusion can occur naturally through informal channels, it is useful to develop structures to facilitate the diffusion process. One approach is to develop a ‘linkage system’ to develop a close partnership between the ‘resource system’ (the group promoting the innovation) and the ‘user system’ (potential users of the innovation) [47]. Another strategy is using a program champion, a representative of potential users of the innovation, to facilitate adoption of the physical activity program or other innovation. This person can serve as a link between the group promoting change and the potential adopters [46]. Being very familiar with the target population, the program champion will be better suited than outsider to determine how best to motivate behavior change. TAAG employed these two strategies to facilitate the diffusion of the intervention.

One goal of implementation is to insures that the innovation is adopted as intended (fidelity) and with all components intact (completeness). However, diffusion theory posits that some mutual adaptation, also known as reinvention, may be needed for successful implementation as well as sustaining the innovation. From an intervention perspective, it may be best to anticipate the process and facilitate it in a manner that promotes program effectiveness. Consistent with TAAG’s application of ecologic, operant and social cognitive models to achieve physical activity change in girls, strategies to facilitate program implementation should focus on developing skills, self-efficacy and reinforcement of program adopters [46]. Through such a process, these adopters will develop a sense of empowerment that will hopefully sustain their efforts over the longer term.

The final stage can be conceptualized more broadly as sustainability to include the concepts of institutionalization, maintenance, routinizing and capacity building. In some settings, the goal may be for the innovation to be adopted as routine practice in the organization (e.g. institutionalization), but can take diverse forms including transferring the whole program, program parts or program outcomes to community ownership [46].

**Implications for TAAG**

In summary, the TAAG intervention, requiring school-community collaboration, was an innovation for the participating school and community partners. The source of the change was most closely described as adaptation, in that the innovation is developed externally (by TAAG researchers) and implemented with modification in the school and community agency settings. The type of change TAAG entailed may vary depending on the specific organization. If promotion of physical activity was considered an existing goal of the organization, TAAG may have been seen as a new approach to achieving that goal (technical change). However, if promoting physical activity was a new goal for the organization, TAAG would have involved changes in both the goal and the method of achieving the goal (transformation).

Suggested strategies by diffusion of innovations included the use of a linkage system and a program champion. Developing a linkage system (e.g. TAAG team) will provide a mechanism for TAAG, school and community agency personnel to communicate; to provide input and to develop local ownership. Program champions also facilitated adoption, implementation and coordination of TAAG. In an effort to increase the chances of TAAG institutionalization in schools and communities (the final step in the diffusion
process), program champions were proactively identified and trained by TAAG intervention staff during the active intervention phase. While research support was still active, program champions developed action plans for how TAAG would continue in future years.

**Development and implementation of the TAAG intervention**

Planning for the TAAG intervention began by using a program planning process [48] that helped the research team work through the stages of preparing for program development, determining the most potent program components and feasible channels, creating intervention objectives and thinking through implementation and maintenance issues.

The TAAG SE model was developed where relevant theories of behavior change and the predictive factors related to the behavior in question were organized to clearly describe the causal pathway leading to the desired behavioral outcome, either through direct behavior change interventions or through broader environmental changes or more focused intra-personal factors. Table I provides examples of applications of the SE framework to specific intervention activities.

As Fig. 1 shows, the TAAG intervention activities operated at multiple levels to target policy and organizational change in schools and community agencies, and to provide cues, messages and reinforcers to school staff, families and students to positively influence levels of MVPA.

---

**Table I. Sample intervention strategies based on TAAG SE framework**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention objectives designed to modify ...</th>
<th>Strategies designed to achieve objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... The environment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the number of accessible PA programs for girls offered in the schools and the communities</td>
<td>Work with school and community partners to create new program opportunities for girls; focus on non-competitive programs since many competitive sports programs were already available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase the availability of equipment that will facilitate increased activity levels</td>
<td>Conduct an inventory of available PE equipment and provide additional equipment as needed to reduce the ratio of equipment/student in PE class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase affordable, convenient and safe transportation to PA settings</td>
<td>Work with school and community partners to increase availability of after-school transportation via late buses from schools or from school to community venues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase girls’ and families’ awareness of opportunities to be active in the school and community</td>
<td>1. Create promotional print material for youth and family regarding upcoming PA programs 2. Create displays for schools and for use at school conferences to increase student and family awareness of programming opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Behaviors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop behavioral skills related to choosing to be active, monitoring activity, setting goals to be active, problem-solving barriers and self-reinforcing activity</td>
<td>1. Include class activities to enhance behavioral skills to be active, e.g. communication skills and problem solving 2. Implement a ‘pedometer challenge’ walking contest emphasizing a pedometer-based monitoring activity and setting goals to be more active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Intra-personal factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase girls’ confidence in their ability to engage in regular physical activity</td>
<td>1. Train PE teachers to provide choices for levels of skills and expertise so that students can gradually increase their levels of self-efficacy 2. Provide non-competitive after-school PA opportunities for girls such as a walking club, beginning level dance or a fitness sampler 3. Include lessons in which students identify real and perceived barriers to being physically active and brainstorm ways to decrease 4. In print materials, depict students of various body types enjoying being physically active</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for adolescent girls. Policy and organizational changes were targeted through PE classes, other physical activity opportunities (e.g. at lunch), after-school activities in the community and after-school activities in the school. Cues, messages and reinforcers were targeted through social marketing efforts and through changing health education curricula to facilitate and reinforce actual physical activity.

The policy and organizational intervention components and cues, messages and reinforcers were conceptualized to work together on multiple levels to create environments with more opportunities for physical activity and provide girls with skills and encouragement to use those opportunities. The overall purpose was to create environments at school and in the community that facilitate physical activity, enhance social support in those environments and provide the girls with the motivation and skills to seek out activity in all settings. The ‘physical environment’ included facilities, programs and equipment in school and community settings, and reinforcers that facilitated increased levels of MVPA. The ‘social environment’ included social support, encouragement and both direct and vicarious reinforcement by school staff, community agency personnel and peers. ‘Policies’ were created to stimulate changes in the physical environment and support all program components. Intervention components also engaged adolescent girls directly though educational, motivational and reinforcing messages.

Intervention activities were implemented to increase opportunities for physical activity in the physical environment. These included increasing the number of available, accessible and appealing structured and unstructured physical activity programs and opportunities in schools and communities during and after school. In addition, the implementation of the intervention included decreasing barriers to participation (e.g. lack of girl-preferred activity offerings).

Intervention activities were implemented to increase opportunities in the social environment including encouragement, modeling and social support to facilitate adolescent girls’ participation in physical activity. Increased social facilitation was targeted for school staff, community agencies, families and students, stimulating and helping to sustain organizational change, as well as individual change. The intervention staff worked to reduce social barriers such as gender discrimination, gender stereotyping and misperceptions of safety or appropriate behavior. Changes in the social environment could be accomplished through training PE teachers and community activity leaders, assisting schools and community agencies to adopt policies to provide more resources, and assisting schools in adopting policies that support all components of the TAAG social marketing and health education interventions.

**Mediators of the intervention’s effects**

Physical and social environment changes were expected to change behavior by two pathways. We hypothesized that the implementation of activities to influence the physical and social environments will have ‘direct effects’ on increased MVPA. In addition to the direct effects, some of the behavior change was expected to be ‘mediated’ by intra-personal factors such as (i) change in self-efficacy resulting from having an enjoyable experience in PE class, (ii) change in perception of the physical environment or (iii) change in perception of the social environment. Individual-level mediators affecting individual pre-disposing factors and perceptions of opportunities and barriers pertained to both the girls themselves and other individuals in the girls’ social environments.

**The reinforcement component**

Both the organizational and individual components of the intervention framework were designed to provide reinforcement for change. Reinforcers acted at two points in the conceptual model: (i) reinforcing policy and organizational change to promote and maintain intervention activities and (ii) reinforcing adolescent girls to promote and maintain their participation in intervention activities. The ‘reinforcers at the organizational and policy level’ included tangible reinforcers (e.g. money), as
well as intangible reinforcers (praise and publicity) that were offered to schools and communities to encourage their participation in TAAG activities and to encourage maintenance and expansion of activities over time.

‘Reinforcers at the individual level’ include tangible reinforcers (e.g. prizes) as well as intangible reinforcers (praise), which were offered to girls to encourage their participation in TAAG activities and to encourage maintenance and expansion of activities over time.

Utility of the TAAG model

SE frameworks or models are essential in programs or studies that employ multi-level interventions and measurement strategies. The SE model provides a conceptual framework that allows for selecting and integrating multiple theoretical approaches and strategies as appropriate for the scope of work to be undertaken. In addition, formative and process evaluation designs can use the same theory-driven constructs for any study or program.

The TAAG model was used to ensure that the organizational and individual components of the intervention complement each other. The model explicitly focuses on the design of the intervention framework, the implementation of intervention activities and the integration of reinforcement into most intervention components.

The TAAG model integrates intervention and measurement activities of the study. The emphasis placed on adequate implementation of the intervention at the environmental, behavioral and interpersonal levels (see Table I), which necessitates rigorous evaluation of process variables at each level. Individual-level mediators of environmental and individual intervention strategies were targeted. Although reinforcement is conceptualized as having direct effects on behavior, delivery of reinforcers can be viewed as a process variable and perception of reinforcers can be viewed as a mediator.

In addition to guiding intervention design and measurement procedures, the TAAG model also aided in the interpretation of results. Analyses of process and mediator variables can help determine the contributors to intervention failure or success. We believe the application of an explicit SE model, integrated with other models and theories is relatively unique in health promotion. The novelty of creating and applying a multi-level model presented a challenge to the TAAG investigators. Nevertheless, although the outcome evaluation of the TAAG program is >1 year in the future, extensive planning produced an explicit and practical model that benefits the TAAG study in several ways and may have elements that can generalize to other health promotion studies.
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